PRELIMINARY MEETING FOR THE REGIONAL CONFERENCE
OF SOUTHEASTERN EUROPE AND CYPRUS FINANCIAL
SECTOR TRADE UNIONS WAS HELD

The Preliminary meeting for the Regional Conference of
Southeastern Europe and Cyprus Financial Sector Trade Unions,
supported by the Friedrich Ebert Foundation, was held
December 8-10, 2010 in Belgrade. Representatives of the
Southeastern Europe and Cyprus financial sector trade unions
have exchanged experiences related to a situation in the labour
legislation of each participating country. The other important
topic of the Preliminary meeting was a review of trade union
situation at national and branch levels. Besides Mara Erdelj,
President of the BOFOS, Stanica Sarcanski and Svetlana
Novakovic, Vice-presidents of the BOFOS, the meeting was
attended by representatives of financial institutions trade unions
from Montenegro, Slovenia, FYROM, Republic of Srpska,
Federation of Bosnia and Herzegovina, Greece, Cyprus and
Bulgaria. Donor’s representatives were also present: Mr Roland
Feicht, Director of the Friedrich Ebert Regional Office and Mr
Milan Jevtic, coordinator of the Regional Project for Labour
Relations and Social Dialogue in Southeastern Europe. Ms
Jasmina Vukotic Maricic, labour inspector in the First
Department of the Labour Inspection in the city of Belgrade
presented the participants with a picture of the situation in
Serbian labour legislation.

Roland Feicht informed the participants about
the Foundation:
-The Foundation was established in 1925 as a
political heritage of the first democratically
elected President of Germany, Friedrich Ebert.
The fascists had banned the Foundation’s
work which was restarted in 1947, said Feicht.
He pointed out that one of the Foundation’s
goals is to help social dialogue that is being
hindered in this region to function. «We shall
be with you in forthcoming years to the
benefit of financial sector employees», said
Roland Feicht.

At the beginning of the meeting, Mara
Erdelj has emphasized that it was a right
moment to promote cooperation
between trade unions in the financial
sector of the Southeastern Europe and
Cyprus and to realize as soon as possible
the idea of establishing equal rights of
employees within the same groupings in
the financial sector.

Krsto Pejovic, President of the Financial
Institutions Trade Unions of Montenegro, said
that the average net wage of employees in
Montenegro, according to the Montenegrian
Statistics Institution, was 477 Euros in
October:
-That figure is by far higher for the average
wage in the financial mediation (831 Euros),
said Pejovic and emphasized that this average
included wages of the financial sector
management representing 30% of the total
number of the employed in the sector. At the
moment, there are over 32,000 unemployed
people in Montenegro.

Edi Kosi, President of the Financial
Institutions Trade Union of Slovenia, stressed
that problems of the employed in financial
sectors of the countries in the region were
mainly the same and that it was necessary for
the unions to cooperate in order to respond
properly to them:
-The capital has already begun to unite in the
countries of Southeastern Europe whilst trade
unions compared to the capital lag behind, and
it would be good if we set ourselves a goal to
cooperate as much as possible. We share a lot
of common subjects such as collective
bargaining and pension system which is in a
such condition that hardly anybody will live to
receive a pension.

Svetlana Ristevska, President of the Trade Union of
employees in the Stopanska Bank AD of Skopje, said
that there were two active representative trade unions
in the financial sector of FYROM - the Trade Union of
the Financial Institutions and the Trade Union of
Financial Societies. Mobbing is one of the biggest
problems in the financial sector. Employees who are its
victims do not dare to report on mobbers fearing from
a job loss. As far as collective agreements are
concerned, the Stopanska Bank AD has its collective
agreement that was an example for other banks that
were signing theirs. The branch collective agreement is
expected to be signed soon, said Svetlana Ristevska.

Miroslav Zecevic, President of the Financial
Institutions Trade Union of the Republic of
Srpska, said that the actual lowest salary in the
Republic of Srpska amounted at 370
Convertible Marks (BAM) (about 190 Euros)
and no employer could pay less:
- An announcement of general strike preceded
the above, and we succeeded in forcing
employers to sit and negotiate, Zecevic
commented. He added that in the Republic of
Srpska there was a very bad practice applied by
employers of dismissing older workers who
did not meet criteria for retirement and so
were left in the street.

Minka Residbegovic, President of the Operational Board of the
Autonomous Trade Union of Workers in Financial Institutions
of the Federation of Bosnia and Herzegovina said a number of
labour disputes has permanently increased while parallel to that
frequent changes of labour legislation took place:
- One of bigger problems in the Federation of BiH is the
informal economy growing that carries away the employees in
this country further from European standards, Minka
Residbegovic said.

Giorgos Gianakopoulos, President of the NBG
Employees Union said that salaries in the financial sector
of Greece were higher than the national average due to a
fact that this sector is the most profitable. Nevertheless, as
Gianakopouls quoted, employers are trying to undermine
the existence of the sectorial collective agreement and to
confine collective bargaining to collective agreement
conclusion negotiations directly with employers.
- I agree with a statement of the American FED which
says that one of the causes of the world financial crisis is
exactly the absence of trade unions being orgnized that is
to say their weakness. What we have to do is not to allow
social system to be undermined, Gianakopoulos
concluded.

Christos Christou, representative of the Cyprus Union of
Bank Employees-ETYK, said that this union organized
almost 100% of employees in banks:
- An average annual salaries increase amounts at 10% whilst
the inflation is 3% per annum. We have a completely built
severence pay system and if an employee voluntary retires he
will receive 80 monthly salaries. In case of an injury at work
an employee will be compensated with 60 monthly wages“,
explained Christou. He pointed out that the greatest success
of the ETYK was reflected in prevention of the negative
impact of the financial crisis on the collective bargaining
system and equally on the social position of members.

Vladimir Spasov, President of the Trade Union in the
United Bulgarian Bank, explained that in Bulgaria at the
moment there was a trend of reducing a number of
branch offices, and a fear of a job loss additionally
increased stress with the employed in the financial sector:
- In Bulgaria, there are three misconceptions connected
with a position of employees in the financial sector. The
first one is that salaries of employees in this sector are
very high. Yet, employees in the ITC sector, power
industry, even in companies financed by a budget, have
higher salaries. The second misconception is related to
bonus payment because they are believed to be very
high. The truth differs from that. It happened in 2009
that in one of the banks the amount of a bonus paid to
all employees was equal to a bonus paid to one manager
solely. The third misconception is that a job in the
financial sector is a prestiguous one. This by all means is
denied by quantity of stress and low wages that force
experts to leave the sector, said Spasov.

Jasmina Vukotic Maricic, labour inspector in
the First Department of the Labour
Inspection in the city of Belgrade mentioned
some problems that took place in labour
practice in Serbia:
- Non-paid overtime (forced work) that takes
place without accompanying legal solutions.
At jobs that require two workers to be done
one worker does it. Till recently, we have
had banks that requested girls at the time of
getting employed to sign they would not
have children and get married. Now, a
question on family establishment is included
in employment questionnaires whereby
employers learn from applicants about their
future plans to broaden a family, said
Jasmina Vukotic Maricic.

Mara Erdelj, President of the SS BOFOS
- In spite of a rapid reduction in numbers of employees in banks, even four new union
organizations have joined the SS BOFOS this year: SO SS Commercial Bank a.d. Beograd, SO
SS KBC Bank a.d. Beograd, SO SS Belgrade Stock Exchange a.d., SO SS Raiffeisen Bank a.d.
Beograd. We are very proud of the fact that out of the total number of employees in the banking
sector as much as one third are affiliated in our union that by far overcomes a legal requirement
for representativity, emphasized Mara Erdelj.
- Due to a fall of profitability of the whole financial sector since the beginning of the world
economic crisis employers reduce expenses particularly those of the labour force. Fear of a job
loss is a prevailing feeling among our members and mobbing is becoming more frequent.
Increasing number of members of the BOFOS but also of non-members address our union in
need to learn what to do if exposed to mobbing. That is why we established the anti-mobbing
counceling agency of the SS BOFOS in August this year.
- Since September 2005, the branch collective agreement did not exist as at that time the Labour
Law set time limit on its effect and since then we work without it. There is no representative
employers’ association and consequently we do not have a counterpart to negotiate with.
Collective bargaining is reduced to a collective agreement conclusion directly with employers.
Our collective agreements with employers are good. Still, there are many challenges in collective
bargaining ahead of us. There is a case in one of our member banks that the employer
unilaterally cancelled the existing collective agreement and at the same time refuses to negotiate.
We believe we shall solve the problem since the BOFOS is a respectable union. I will not
exaggerate by saying that it became a brand, said Mara Erdelj.

Preliminary Meeting Conclusions
At the end of the Preliminary meeting it was agreed that the Regional Conference of Financial
Sector Trade Unions of Southeastern Europe and Cyprus to be held next year will be hosted by
the Republic of Srpska. The forthcoming Conference will be an opportunity to form a common
body of the financial sector trade unions of Southeastern Europe and Cyprus that will make
official these unions’ cooperation on a permanence principle. The Conference will decide on the
body’s name, scope and method of work. The BOFOS’ proposal was to form a special rubric as a
part of its Internet presentation that would be used for communication and information of a
common body members as well as to organize a training seminar once a year. Participants
welcomed the idea to form a common body whose work would be supported by the FES as well
as a proposal to name it the “Council”. Members of the future body will be representatives of the
Southeastern Europe financial sector trade unions of the participating countries. Membership to
the Council is not connected with a concrete person and the Council will be open to new
members in order to strengthen solidarity among unions. Every year another member union will
preside over the Council in rotation. During its presidency the presiding union will have a task to
organize a conference and one training seminar. Dates of those events would be determined at the
beginning of each year. Responsibilities for the work of the Council would be shared on the basis
of equality, solidarity and mutual respect. Participants agreed that Krsto Pejovic would draft a
document defining more precisely the work of the Council, keep informed the public and
employers on all activities of the Council in order to send a clear message that the Southeastern
Europe and Cyprus financial sector trade unions would unite on the basis of solidarity to make
rights of employees equal throughout the sector. At the Preliminary meeting, a proposal of the
FES was accepted to invite representatives of the UNI Europe (European Federation) to
participate in future activities of the Council. The Trade Union of Financial Institutions of the
Republic of Srpska will preside over the Council in 2011 to be succeeded by the The Federation
of Financial Sector Trade Unions in Bulgaria in 2012.

